Kalunga is a variety of Afro-Portuguese spoken in a rural community located in the state of Goiás, Brazil. In this study, we compare Kalunga with other varieties of Portuguese spoken in Angola, Brazil, Cape Verde, and Portugal and Portuguese-based creoles from a contact linguistics perspective. We investigate typological similarities, differences, and possible connections between these varieties. The results support previous sociohistorical and linguistic studies that reveal significant differences between Kalunga and standardized varieties of Portuguese, and the typological distinction between creoles, more vernacular varieties, and more standard varieties.
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1 Introduction

This paper compares varieties of language in the lusophone context from a contact linguistics perspective, with focus on Kalunga, a variety of Portuguese spoken by an Afro-Brazilian community in the state of Goiás (Mattos 2019). By varieties of language in the lusophone context, we refer to varieties that have a connection with the Portuguese language, either a genealogically-based relationship or a contact-based one. In this paper we use the term ‘variety’ broadly, to refer to the set of Portuguese dialects and to the Portuguese-lexified creole languages. We investigate similarities and differences among eleven varieties of Portuguese spoken in Angola, Brazil, Cape Verde, and Portugal, which vary between more standard and more vernacular varieties, and five Portuguese-based creoles. These comprise i) six Brazilian Portuguese vernacular varieties – Kalunga, Barreirão and São João d’Aliança (Goiás), Minas Gerais (Minas Gerais), Jurussaca, and Tembé do Guamá (Pará); ii) Standardized Brazilian Portuguese; iii) two Angolan Portuguese vernacular varieties – varieties spoken in Libolo and Luanda; iv) Cape Verdean Portuguese vernacular; v) Portuguese from Lisbon and the surrounding areas; vi) five Portuguese-based creoles – Kabuverdianu (Sotavento – SV – and Barlavento – BV – varieties), Santome, Guinea-Bissau Creole and Papiamentu. These language varieties and their geographical locations are indicated on Map 1.1

---

1 We do not indicate Standardized Brazilian Portuguese on Map 1, since it is not a variety spoken in a specific geographic region of Brazil. See our definition of Standardized Brazilian Portuguese in Section 2.
Our data consist of feature value assignments based on speech data collected and analysed by specialists in the respective varieties. We use dialectal and typological features that address two sources. First, we have taken features discussed in previous descriptive studies of varieties of Portuguese, focusing on the linguistic phenomena identified in Kalunga (e.g. Mattos 2016; Mattos 2019; Mattos in press; Oliveira, Campos & Fernandes 2011; Figuereido & Oliveira 2013). Second, we have used more general typological features, based mainly on the shared features from the Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Structures APiCS (Michaelis et al. 2013) and the World Atlas of Language Structures WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013). In order to conduct this comparative investigation, we used the Splitstree4 software (Huson & Bryant 2006) to apply computational phylogenetic methods (e.g. Felsenstein 1985; Dunn 2015). A phylogenetic approach allowed us to visualize degrees of similarity and difference among the varieties of Portuguese.

In various disciplines, scholars have adopted the phylogenetic approaches of biology, making it possible to track evolutionary patterns and degrees of similarity among entities. Linguists have used phylogenesis to compare large amounts of data e.g. Dunn et al. 2005; McMahon & McMahon 2003; McMahon & McMahon 2006). In the field of language contact, researchers have compared a number of languages when investigating structural–grammatical differences between creoles and non-creoles, indicating a typological profile for creole languages (e.g. Bakker et al. 2011), and the classification of varieties related to a certain language group. Examples include Kortmann and Lunkenheimer’s large-scale study (2013) of the English-speaking world, Perez et al.’s study (2017) of varieties of languages in the Spanish-speaking world, Sippola’s work (2017) on the Iberian creoles, and Daval-Markussen’s study (2017, 2019) of varieties of languages in the French-speaking world.

Comparative studies of varieties of language in the Portuguese-speaking world have been carried out for only a few varieties, and consider a limited amount of data (e.g. Holm 1992; Lipski 2008; Lucchesi, Baxter & Ribeiro 2009; Petter 2009; Figueiredo & Oliveira 2013; Teixeira & Araujo 2017). None of these used computational phylogenetic methods.
Therefore, this study is the first large-scale computational phylogenetic work to gather empirical data on a number of varieties of Portuguese and creole varieties from Africa, America and Europe, using both typological and dialectal features.

This study investigates the interrelations between varieties in the Portuguese-speaking world, based on empirical data. More specifically, we examine how Kalunga Portuguese, spoken by an Afro-Brazilian community, relates to a range of more standard and vernacular varieties of Portuguese, and to creole varieties with a Portuguese lexifier. It also highlights the relevance of data-driven studies in contact linguistics, and the importance of methodological consistency in comparative studies. All in all, it contributes to the classification and analysis of new language varieties, and to a better understanding of the outcomes of language contact in the Portuguese-speaking world, and more specifically, of the linguistically diverse situation in Brazil.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss relevant concepts from the field of language contact, and we define the linguistic and sociohistorical background of the varieties studied. Section 3 presents the selection of features and coding used in our data set, and the phylogenetic method used to compare the data. Our analysis and results are discussed in Section 4, and Sections 5 and 6 present the discussion and conclusions.

2 Relevant concepts and background information

There is no consensus in the literature on contact linguistics about the definition and classification of terms such as ‘vernacular variety’, ‘creole language’, and ‘standardized variety’. Without engaging in a deeper theoretical discussion on this matter, we present our definitions of the relevant terminology here, together with concise background information about the varieties compared in this study.

For convenience, we divide the varieties studied into three categories, based on their sociohistorical conditions:

(i) Portuguese-based creoles
(ii) Portuguese vernacular varieties
(iii) Standardized spoken Brazilian Portuguese

The first category, (i) Portuguese-based creoles, refers to a very heterogeneous group of languages called ‘creoles’. In this study, we use the following approach to this term, inspired by Winford (2003) and Bartens (2013): creoles form a category of ‘new creations of language’ that emerge in specific contact situations. They usually have ‘one lexifier language, i.e., they derive the bulk of their lexicon from one language, whereas the other levels of the language structure are a result of complex processes’ (Bartens 2013: 65).

In other words, the lexical and grammatical roots of Portuguese-based creoles usually derive from Portuguese, but the grammatical system is reorganized, and hence quite different (for a range of views on the characteristics and definitions of creole languages, see Bickerton 1981; Thomason & Kaufman 1988; McWhorter 1998, 2005; Mufwene 1996; Parkvall 2000; DeGraff 2005; Bakker 2008; Bakker et al. 2011, 2017). In our study, the sample of languages recognized by specialists as Portuguese-based creoles, that is, whose lexicons derive from Portuguese, comprises the Kabuverdianu Sotavento and Barlavento varieties (e.g. Quint 1998; Baptista et al. 2007), Santome Creole (e.g. Hagemeijer 2017), Guinea-Bissau Creole (e.g. Intumbo, Inverno & Holm 2012), and Papiamentu (Maurer 2013). There are debates in the literature about the classification of Papiamentu as a Portuguese-based creole or a Spanish-based creole. Nonetheless, recent studies (Jacobs 2012; Freitas 2016) show strong evidence of the Portuguese component of Papiamentu, which justifies the inclusion of this Caribbean language in our comparative study.
The second category, (ii) Portuguese vernacular varieties, includes a diverse set of spoken vernacular forms from various geolinguistic areas. Different processes of acquiring the Portuguese language were at work in the formation of these vernacular varieties. Accordingly, the outcomes of these processes are varieties that diverge from one another to varying degrees when viewed from a linguistic perspective. These varieties are used in everyday communication. Previous studies have included the following terms in the category of Portuguese vernacular varieties: ‘vernacular Brazilian Portuguese’ (cf. Mello 1996); ‘Afro-Brazilian Portuguese’ (cf. Lucchesi, Baxter & Ribeiro 2009); ‘Afro-Indigenous Portuguese’ (cf. Oliveira et al. 2015); ‘Indigenous Portuguese’ (cf. Christino 2015).

In this second category, we have included urban and rural varieties of Brazilian Portuguese, and varieties of Portuguese spoken by communities that show a degree of isolation from mainstream Brazilian society, at a cultural and/or sociohistorical and/or geographical level. In addition to these Brazilian varieties, we include varieties of Portuguese spoken in Angola, Cape Verde, and Portugal. Subsequently, we present the geolinguistic areas of the Portuguese varieties examined in this study, and some aspects of their sociolinguistic.

(1) Brazil

• Afro-descendant communities

Kalunga is a remnant quilombola community located in the northwest of Goiás state. The area of the community inhabits is located in three municipalities: Cavalcante, Teresina de Goiás, and Monte Alegre. Kalunga is a rural Afro-Brazilian community. It is one of 2958 recognized quilombola communities in Brazil, and it is recognized by the Brazilian government as the biggest (in terms of territory) Brazilian remanescente quilombola ‘remnant maroon community’. Approximately 5000 people live in villages spread over an area of 2632 km², and the infrastructure conditions vary significantly from village to village. The data examined in this study is from the villages of Vão de Almas and Vão dos Moleques, considered to be the most isolated of the Kalunga areas, and difficult to access. There is no electricity in these two villages (Mattos 2019).

• Afro-indigenous communities

Jurussaca is located in the north of Pará state. It is one of the eight areas in the state with quilombola communities (NAEA – Núcleo de Altos Estudos da Amazônia ‘Nucleus of Advanced Studies of Amazonia’ 2005). The population of Jurussaca is composed of approximately 500 to 600 people. It is located ca. 25 km from Bragança city and 10 km from the very small town of Tracuateua, and the community is considered to be culturally isolated (Oliveira et al. 2015: 153; Oliveira, Campos & Fernandes 2011: 131). In some ethnolinguistic studies, scholars have argued that the speech variety used in Jurussaca is Afro-Indigenous (Figueiredo & Oliveira 2013; Campos 2014; Oliveira et al. 2015).

Tembé dos Guamá is located in the Alto Rio Guamá Indigenous territory, in the northeast of Pará state. The indigenous Tembé language belongs to the Tembé macro-linguistic group. Their self-denomination is tenetehara ‘people’. According to Machado and Eying (2018: 8), ca. 4168 people live in this territory, although only 2546 consider themselves indigenous. The territory comprises 33 villages: 17 in the Gurupi river region (south)

---

2 According to the Fundação Cultural Palmares, the definition of quilombo is a community formed by “descendants of enslaved Africans that retained subsistence and religious cultural traditions through the centuries” (www.palmares.gov.br, our translation). For a historical account on the term, see e.g. Martiniano (1998, ch 1).
and 16 in the Guamá region (north). The Alto Rio Guamá area is currently undergoing a language shift from the Tembé language (a language of the Tupi-Guarani branch) to an Afro-Indigenous variety of Portuguese (p.c. Mara Jucá). The data analysed in this study is from the following villages in Tembé do Guamá: Sede, São Pedro, Frasqueira, Ita Putyr, Ituaçu e Pinâ’ã.

- Rural and urban areas of Brazil

**Barreirão** refers to the variety of Portuguese spoken in the rural Barreirão village located in the Chapada dos Veadeiros National Park, in the state of Goiás. The village comprises ca. 20 families. The community is located ca. 45 km (dirt road) from São João D’Aliança city. There is electricity and running water in the community, and people have access to television (Mattos 2017, field notes).

**São João D’Aliança** is a small rural town located in the Chapada dos Veadeiros National Park, in the state of Goiás. The city has ca. 13,000 inhabitants. The city is located 160 km from Brasília, the capital of Brazil.

**Minas Gerais** refers mainly to the Portuguese spoken in the metropolitan area of Belo Horizonte, which is the capital of Minas Gerais state, and the sixth largest city in Brazil. The Belo Horizonte metropolitan area has approximately 6 million inhabitants. The Minas Gerais data examined in this study also includes varieties of Portuguese spoken in rural villages in the north and south of the Minas Gerais state (Mello 2012).

(2) **Cape Verde**

The **Cape Verdean Portuguese** data examined in this study was collected in the capital of the archipelago, on the island of Santiago (Sotavento islands), where there are inhabitants who originate from all the Cape Verdean islands. Kabuverdianu Creole is the dominant language in Cape Verde, and the islanders’ first language. The majority of the population also speak Portuguese as L2, with various levels of proficiency. However, recent surveys have shown that Cape Verdeans use Portuguese in many social and communicative contexts (Lopes & Oliveira 2018; Alexandre 2018).

(3) **Angola**

**Libolo Portuguese** refers to the Portuguese spoken in the Libolo municipality, located south of the Kwanza River, in the Cuanza Sul Province. Libolo has ca. 87,244 inhabitants. The population is mostly from the Ambundu ethnic group, which speaks Kimbundu and Portuguese (both as L1 and L2). Libolo is a rural area, where different varieties of Kimbundu (e.g. Kissama and Kibala) meet. In the classification of Bantu languages, Libolo belongs to the H23 linguistic zone, which is transitioning to being a R10 zone (Lewis et al. 2015). According to Figueiredo and Oliveira (2013: 118–119), the Libolo area is also in contact with the Songos, a subgroup of Ovimbundu people, who speak Umbundu.

**Luanda Portuguese** is spoken in Luanda, the capital of Angola. According to the 2014 census, there are 2,194,747 inhabitants who live in six urban districts in Luanda. The population comes from different Bantu ethnic groups, especially Ambundu (Kimbundu speakers). Nowadays, the main language spoken in Luanda is Portuguese. According to data from 2016, reported in *Ethnologue* (Simons and Fenning 2018), 40% of the population of Angola speak Portuguese as L1.
Lisbon Portuguese data relates to the Portuguese spoken in Lisbon and the surrounding urban areas. In Portugal, the variety of Portuguese spoken in the urban areas of Lisbon and Coimbra has privileged status. It is referred to as ‘standard Portuguese’ by Raposo (2013: 401–428). Despite this status, we decided to include it in this group of vernacular varieties.

The third category – iii) standardized spoken Brazilian Portuguese – refers to a variety of spoken Portuguese that resembles the ‘standard form’. It may be identified with the variety used by mainstream TV news programmes (Massini-Cagliari 2004: 5). In this study, we suggest that standardized spoken Brazilian Portuguese refer to the variety represented by the language spoken in Brazilian TV news programmes, when the speakers present real-time news, do not use a teleprompter, and do not have time to rehearse. In these circumstances they produce spontaneous speech, rather than a [more] rehearsed speech (p.c. journalist Marcia Moretti). Two national (not local) TV channels that target a large part of Brazilian society were the basis for data collection.

In short, the three language categories compared in this study represent a range of varieties used in the Portuguese-speaking world, with diverse profiles, in relation to standardization, social and geographical dimensions. In our comparison, we may be able to verify how much these three language categories converge and diverge, and how relevant this division into groups is.

3 Methods
3.1 Data set
For this study, we have chosen sixteen Portuguese language varieties, listed linguistic features thereof, and contacted professional linguists considered experts on the selected varieties. The database includes as many varieties of Portuguese and Portuguese-based creoles as possible that meet the following criteria: experts have conducted fieldwork on the variety, they have collected spoken-language data, and they are willing to code our tables of features and share language examples. We also made sure that the experts followed similar guidelines with respect to their methods of data collection and organization. This means, for instance, that the data collected must relate to spontaneous speech, that the data represent situational variation and is representative of the variety in question, and that the quality of their recordings was good enough to permit some acoustic analyses. Thus, we worked with speech data collected and analysed according to similar parameters. Moreover, the individual experts coded typological and dialectal features that were carefully developed on the basis of descriptive studies and previous studies of contact languages. All this means that we have a unique database that presents relative homogeneity in terms of data collection and data organization, consequently, an internally comparable dataset.

As we requested in our questionnaire, each specialist with whom we worked coded two tables of features of the language variety, and was asked to provide illustrative examples. The two tables of features are

3 Planned speech belongs to a type of written corpora, which is another language diasystem (Berruto 1993). Written and spoken corpora should not be used as one unified type of data in studies that compare similarities and differences between varieties (for a detailed discussion of this topic, e.g. Mello 2016).
1. **Typological Features Table**: This table presents an adapted version of the 48 typological features shared by APICS (Michaelis et al. 2013) and WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013). The table comprises two lexical, two phonological, and forty-four morphosyntactic features of the world languages. The original version with the forty-eight features may be found at https://apics-online.info/wals. The adapted version is presented in Appendix 2.

2. **Dialectal Features Table**: This table consists of 57 dialectal features based on our descriptive studies and previous studies of contact varieties of Portuguese (Mattos 2016; Mattos, in press; Mattos 2019; Oliveira, Campos & Fernandes 2011; Figueiredo & Oliveira 2013). It comprises 12 phonetic and phonological features and 45 morphological and syntactic features. This selection of features was based on special properties observed mainly in Kalunga Portuguese (Goiás, Brazil) and/or other vernacular varieties of Portuguese, such as Jurussaca Portuguese (Pará, Brazil) and Libolo Portuguese (Angola) (for more on these varieties, see Section 2). The full *Tabela de traços de variedades de português e de línguas crioulas de base portuguesa* ‘Table of features of Portuguese varieties and Portuguese-based creoles’ (Mattos & Oliveira 2017), referred to in this study as the ‘Dialectal Features Table’, is presented in Appendix 1.

By selecting these two data sets, we were able to obtain a good balance with regard to the number and the types of features used in our comparison. The WALS/APiCS features may allow us to place the varieties we investigated in a typological framework, whereas the specifically chosen features listed in the dialect questionnaire reveal typological and historical connections among the varieties of Portuguese. We do not include semantic/pragmatic phenomena in the Dialectal Features Table, because they have not yet been studied in Portuguese varieties within Corpus Linguistics as much as morphosyntactic and phonetic phenomena. For instance, with regard to lexical features, our data is based on spontaneous speech collected by the individual researchers, therefore it does not share a list of terms that include accurate semantic criteria that would allow for a comparative analysis of dialects. A set of meanings and their forms would have been much more difficult to extract, especially considering the wide range of topics of the data involved.

All the dialectal features we studied have binary values (presence–absence). They comprise different linguistic phenomena, such as agreement, negation, word order, and simplification of complex onsets. Agreement is a morphosyntactic phenomenon, and we include features concerning gender and number-agreement variation in a noun phrase (NP), person and number-agreement variation in a verbal phrase (VP), and the presence or absence of agreement in both NP and VP. **Table 3** shows examples of four features related to the ‘agreement phenomenon’ set in the VP, extracted from the Dialectal Features Table. The table presents short descriptions of each phenomenon, followed by an example from a variety of Portuguese (often Kalunga) or Portuguese-based creole or a constructed example. In the text, but not in the original questionnaire, a comparison with ‘standard Portuguese’ is given, followed by what is found in the example.

Agreement markers in the VP have been studied in several varieties of Portuguese, especially Brazilian varieties (e.g. Monghilhott & Coelho 2002; Monte 2012; Rúbio 2012; Souza 2005; Lucchesi *et al.* 2009: ch. 14). Varieties of Portuguese mainly show variation in the verbal suffixes that mark person in the verb. Therefore, in the Dialectal Features Table, we made it possible to distinguish the suffix marker in the verb for first-person singular (Feature 13), first-person plural (Feature 14) and third-person plural (Feature 15).
We also distinguish variation in use, from the absence of use of any suffix marker in the verb (Feature 16). In agreement with the literature, our data shows that the variation of suffixed markers in the verb is much less common in the case of first person singular than in third person singular and first person plural. Only the languages classified as creole languages appeared to be coded with 'yes' for the absence of suffixes in the verb to mark number and person (for verbal categories in creole languages, see Bakker, Post & der Voort 1994; Holm 1988: 148–171; Siegel 2007; Winford 2018).

'Negation' is also a morphosyntactic phenomenon that is present in the Dialectal Features Table. Table 4 shows examples of features related to this subcategory.

In this set of features (20 to 23), we examine some constructions generally known as ‘multiple negations’, since previous experience indicated that the variety of negation

---

### Table 3: Features related to VP agreement, extracted and translated from Dialectal Features Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Agreement</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13. Variation in the first-person singular marking on the verb</td>
<td>(1) Eu <strong>num tem</strong> filho (Kalunga: Mattos 2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1SG no have.3SG son</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘I don’t have a son.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tenho &gt; tem ‘have (1st sg.) &gt; has’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Eu <strong>já fez</strong> o café (Kalunga: Mattos 2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1SG already make.PST.3SG the coffee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘I already made the coffee’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fiz &gt; fez ‘made (1st sg.) &gt; made (3rd sg.)’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Variation in the first-person plural marking on the verb</td>
<td>(3) Nós <strong>num tem</strong> filho (Kalunga: Mattos 2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1PL no have.PRES.3SG son</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We don’t have children’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>temos &gt; tem ‘have (1st pl.) &gt; have (3rd sg.)’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Nós <strong>já fez</strong> o café</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1PL already do.PST.3SG the coffee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We already made the coffee’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fizemos &gt; fez ‘made (1st pl.) &gt; made (3rd sg.)’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Variation in the third-person plural marking on the verb</td>
<td>(5) Eles <strong>não vê</strong> televisão (constructed example)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3PL no see.PRES.3SG television</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They don’t watch TV’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>veem &gt; vê ‘see (3rd pl.) &gt; see (3rd sg.)’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6) Eles <strong>já fez</strong> o café (constructed example)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3PL already make.PST.3SG the coffee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They already made the coffee’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fizeram &gt; fez ‘made (3rd pl.) &gt; made (3rd sg.)’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. No person and number marking on the verb</td>
<td>(7) <strong>pa-m bem</strong> (Kabuverdianu: Quint 2005: 24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>because-1SG come</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘porque eu venho’ ‘because I come’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(venho &gt; bem)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8) e <strong>ta hanta sábi</strong> (Kabuverdianu: Quint 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3SG TMA sing know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Ele sabe cantar’ ‘He can sing’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(sabe &gt; sábi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Since the more and less standard varieties of BP show no differences between the second person singular and third person singular, and since the second person plural has the same form as the third person plural in many varieties of BP, we did not analyse the 2SG, 3SG and 2PL cases.

5 The glossing and free translation into Portuguese in (7) and (8) are ours.
markers among the varieties of Portuguese is significant. Feature 20 relates to the frequent use of multiple negation markers in the same sentence, and it represents a more general and common case of multiple negation in varieties of Portuguese. Feature 21, the negative indefinite pronoun (*ninguém* ‘nobody’) in the subject position, followed by simple or double negation.

Table 4: Examples of features related to Negation, extracted and translated from the Dialectal Features Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negation</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20. Frequent use of multiple negation markers in the same sentence.(^6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) \textit{Não} vou lá \textit{não}.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N\textit{E}G go there N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I don’t go there’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) \textit{Não} veio \textit{ninguém}.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N\textit{E}G came nobody N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nobody came’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Negative indefinite pronoun (\textit{ninguém} ‘nobody’) in the subject position, followed by simple or double negation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) \textit{Ninguém} não conseguia trabalho.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobody N\textit{E}G got job N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nobody could get a job’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) \textit{Nesse lugar aqui ninguém num tem futuro não}.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this place here nobody N\textit{E}G have future N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘In this place here, nobody has a future’ (Kalunga: Mattos 2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Combined use of \textit{nem} ‘nor’ with \textit{não/num} ‘no’ to mark negation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) \textit{Tinha ano que ele nem num vinha} (Kalunga: Mattos 2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>had year that he nor N\textit{E}G came N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘There were years when he did not even appear.’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14) \textit{A chuva destruiu a roça}?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the rain destroyed the harvest N\textit{E}G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Did the rain destroy the harvest?’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) \textit{Num distruo porque roça nós nunca tinha plantado né}?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N\textit{E}G destroyed because harvest we never had planted PART</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘It [the rain] didn’t destroy [the harvest] because we hadn’t planted the crops, right?’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) By ‘same sentence’, we mean that the particle ‘no’ is part of the verbal negation, so we do not consider the particle ‘no’ when it is part of a different utterance.
occurs because we selected features that were expected to represent variation among the Portuguese language varieties, according to previous dialectological and descriptive studies. Therefore, in order to avoid bias in our results, we wanted to determine whether these features are really significant when mapping differences and similarities among the varieties. For this purpose, during the data analysis we experimented with various combinations of features. For instance, we randomly removed some features, we removed some selected categories of features, and we removed features that (apparently) overlap in the same grammatical category, to test whether we would obtain a different result or not. The results remained essentially the same.

The more general typological data used in this study relies on features selected for WALS and APICS. Based on their set of shared features, we adjusted these features by translating their descriptions into Portuguese. We provided relevant examples, in order to facilitate the contributing researchers’ work. The features were coded using multi-state values. Because the dialectal features are binary, and the typological features are multi-valued, we do not combine dialectal and typological feature sets in the same analysis.

3.2 Phylogenetic approach

When applying phylogeny, computational methods allow the quantitative comparison of a significant amount of data, in order to investigate the relationships between entities. Different algorithms may be chosen to yield the desired type of comparison. In linguistics, the number of studies using computational phylogeny has recently increased (e.g. Gray & Atkinson 2003; Nakhleh et al. 2005; Gray et al. 2009; Prokić and Nerbonne 2008; Sicoli and Holton 2014; Bakker et al. 2011; 2017). Computational phylogenetic techniques have been used mainly for evolutionary studies of language families, and dialect and language classification in historical linguistics.

In this study, we use SplitsTree4’s Neighbour-Joining and Neighbour-Net algorithms (Huson & Bryant 2006) to calculate the number of similarities and differences between varieties. To do so, the algorithms use a distance-based method which uses a distance metric (Hamming distance\(^7\)) to visually present the difference between two instances in the data set. In general terms, the distance between two pairs of language varieties in the graphic representation corresponds to the number of features these varieties do not share.

To build the graphic representation, first we have to encode the Dialectal and Typological features. This is done by answering ‘yes’ for the presence of a feature in a variety, and ‘no’ for the absence of a feature from a variety (for the Dialectal Features Table), or by choosing the value that best corresponds to the feature in the variety analysed (for the Typological Features Table). After encoding the features from both Dialectal and Typological Features Tables, the codes were converted into arbitrary numerical values. Missing data (where the participants did not know or did not have the information), were coded with a question mark (‘?’). These scores are not included in the calculation. These encodings lead to matrices containing the language varieties and the scores for the features.

The matrices with numerical values may be converted by the SplitsTree4 program into relative numerical distances between the compared entities. Then, the Neighbour-Joining algorithm converts these distances into a graphic in the form of a tree. The more similar the entities are, the closer together they are in a tree. The numerical distances help to visualize the closeness and remoteness calculated between the compared varieties. Besides the visual distances between the entities, the Neighbour-Net algorithm also shows different possible ways where a split may be made. The web-like network represents the conflicting signals in the form of multiple places where splits may be made.

\(^7\) In the Splits Manual (p. 10) (www.splitstree.org), it is referred to as ‘Uncorrected P’.
An advantage of both algorithms in Splits Tree is that they provide an easy-reading general sense of how the different Portuguese varieties are related among themselves and in relation to Kalunga. Other cluster analysis algorithms, such as Principle Component Analysis, do not provide a well-displayed format of the groupings. A drawback of Splits Tree is that features responsible for the groupings are not informed. Therefore, in order to overcome this, we organized a heatmap of features based on the results provided by Splits Tree, to identify which features are more probably responsible to define the groupings. These features are discussed in Section 4.1 below.

Moreover, the foregoing algorithms have proven suitable for comparing language varieties when they descend from a common ancestor, as is the case with the varieties of Portuguese compared in this study (for references regarding the adequacy of distance methods, e.g. Dunn, 2015: 6; for references regarding the performance of these algorithms to compare dialects, e.g. Prokić, 2010: ch.3). As the process of creole language formation involves various languages, we cannot claim that they descend from one common ancestor. However, since the aim of this study is to verify the typological relationship between Kalunga and other varieties, and since all the creoles (the so-called Portuguese-lexifier creoles) included in this comparative study are in some way related to Portuguese, we consider this distance-based method suited to the type of comparison undertaken.

4 Language varieties compared

In this section, we report the results of the phylogenetic analyses. In 4.1 and 4.2, we present the results of the analysis of the Dialectal and Typological features, respectively. A detailed description of all features mentioned in this section, and the relevant examples, may be found in Appendix 1 (Dialectal features) and Appendix 2 (Typological features).

4.1 Dialectal features

Our first test relates to dialectal similarities among the 16 varieties of Portuguese, including Portuguese creoles. In Figure 1, all 57 dialectal features are included for all 16 language varieties analysed in this study. The Neighbour-Net algorithm is used in
this analysis. The branches producing web-like boxes show connections and conflicting signals between the entities, where the splits occur. There are no clear-cut separations of groups in Figure 1, but there are clear patterns. The Brazilian vernacular varieties (Minas Gerais varieties, São João, Barreirão, Kalunga, Tembé do Guamá, and Jurussaca) appear to cluster at the bottom of the network. At the top of Figure 1, the five creoles appear close together, and the Kabuverdianu creole varieties of Sotavento and Barlavento occur especially close together. Papiamentu is also close to the Kabuverdianu and Guinea-Bissau Creole, which is consistent with studies that show the historical relations between Papiamentu and the Upper Guinea creoles, especially between Papiamentu and Kabuverdianu (for the relationship between Papiamentu and Kabuverdianu, e.g. Jacobs 2012; Freitas 2016). Santome, a Gulf of Guinea creole, appears somewhat separate from the Upper Guinea creoles (Guinea-Bissau Creole and Kabuverdianu) and Papiamentu. The normalized distances representing proximity between Santome and the other creoles are: Guinea-Bissau Creole = 0.07, Kabuverdianu (Sotavento) = 0.26, Papiamentu = 0.41. However, the connection between Santome and the other creoles shown in the network is less certain, because a significant amount of data for this language is missing (over 50% of the features), in comparison with the other language varieties. We also ran a similar analysis (57 dialectal features) in which we removed Santome from the language set, to test the effect of this language in the outcome. The major difference was that the group of creole languages clustered more closely, and was more distant from the other groups. The result was otherwise similar to the tree in Figure 2.

Spoken Lisbon Portuguese appears relatively close to spoken Standardized Brazilian Portuguese (SBP) and Cape Verdean Portuguese (CVP), followed by Luanda Portuguese and then Libolo Portuguese. The position of SBP in the network shows that SBP tends to
be closer to Lisbon Portuguese than to Brazilian vernacular Portuguese varieties, even though only spoken language data is considered in this study. The proximity of CVP to SBP and Lisbon Portuguese corresponds to the findings of recent studies that note the use of Portuguese mainly as an L2 variety in Cape Verde (a non-nativized variety), and to the use of European Portuguese as a referential variety for CVP speakers (Alexandre 2018). However, there is an increase in the use of Portuguese in a wider range of communicative contexts in Cape Verde, where only KabaVerdianu was used previously (Lopes & Oliveira 2018). In contrast with the situation in Cape Verde, Portuguese is spoken as L1 variety in Angola (for studies on varieties of Portuguese spoken in Angola, e.g. Inverno 2011; Figueiredo & Oliveira 2013). The Luanda Portuguese variety appears closer to the more standard varieties (Lisbon, SBP and CVP) than Libolo Portuguese does, which is expected, due to their sociolinguistic settings: Libolo Portuguese is a rural variety, and Luanda Portuguese is spoken in the capital of Angola.

At the bottom of the network in Figure 1, the six Brazilian vernacular varieties (BVP) are grouped together. At the right of the network, the Tembé do Guamá and Jurussaca varieties, from the north of Brazil, are close together. Kalunga has a long, independent branch, and appears between these two northern varieties and São João and Barreirão, which appear very close together. In terms of the sociolinguistic similarities between Kalunga and these other varieties, Kalunga, Tembé do Guamá, and Jurussaca are varieties spoken by African and Afro-Indigenous communities, and Kalunga, São João, and Barreirão are varieties spoken in neighbouring geographic areas, namely, the northeast of the province of Goiás. Minas Gerais varieties are also found in the BVP group, and, besides geographic proximity, it shares several sociohistorical aspects with the varieties in Goiás.

In Figure 2, the graphic representation compares only morphosyntactic features from the Dialectal Features Table (we removed the phonetic/phonological features) and 15 language varieties, since Santome was removed in this case, owing to insufficient data. Here we have used a neighbour-joining tree, which measures only linguistic distances, without considering possible conflicting signals. The shape of, and the positions of the varieties in Figure 2 are similar to those of Figure 1. There is a more clearly visible separation of three language clusters in Figure 2: creoles, more standard varieties, and more vernacular varieties. The creoles are grouped together at the top of the tree. At the left of the tree, there are the more standard varieties (SBP, Lisbon Portuguese, and CVP). Then, the vernacular varieties appear with long independent branches, except for Barreirão and São João, which are close together. In this tree, the Angolan varieties cluster with the BVP varieties. Among the vernacular varieties, the Angolan varieties are the nearest to the standard-variety group. Some relevant features that contribute to this separation are Feature 21, ‘Negative indefinite pronoun (ninguém ‘nobody’) in the subject position, followed by simple or double negation’, which is not present in Lisbon Portuguese, SBP, and the Angolan Portuguese varieties (Luanda and Libolo), but encountered elsewhere, and Feature 34, ‘use of preposition a ‘to’ in dative construction’, which is present in Lisbon Portuguese and Luanda Portuguese only.

Analysing the data set in detail, we verify that there are not many features that clearly separate these groups of languages. The presence and absence of features are generally distributed among this set of language varieties. Only Feature 20, ‘Frequent use of multiple negation markers in the same sentence’ is shared by all the varieties, that is, it is irrelevant for the graphed results. Only six features (16, 37, 3, 29, 46, and 53) are present in, or absent from specific varieties. These features are discussed below.

Features 16 – ‘no person and number marking on the verb morphology’ – and 37 – ‘no grammatical gender in adnominals, as, determiners, pronouns and adjectives’ – are present...
in the creole varieties only. ‘No grammatical gender’ and ‘no inflectional morphology’ are referred to in the literature as prototypical features of creole languages, when compared to their lexifiers (e.g. McWhorter 2005; Daval-Markussen and Bakker 2017). Some of the vernacular varieties, including Kalunga, present variation in marking grammatical gender, person, and number in the verb, as the examples in Features 13 and 36 show.

Features 3 – ‘the use of affricative /ʧ/ in context of /t/ plus approximant /r/’ as in /trabalha/ > [ʧaˈbaɪɐ] – and 29 – ‘no preposition in genitive construction’ as in a luz (de) nós ‘lit. the light (of) we/our light’ – are present in Kalunga only. Palatalization is a common phenomenon among the studied languages of the world, including BP. However, when the set of language varieties selected for this study is considered, palatalization with affricates in the phonological context described in Feature 3 appears to be a more specific phenomenon of Kalunga. This suggests that the phenomenon is an outcome of an internal language-development process. Concerning Feature 29, ‘no preposition in genitive construction’ in Kalunga, it is important to consider two things. Firstly, it is not common among the language varieties analysed to mark possession with the genitive form de, ‘of’ + 1st person pronoun. Only Kalunga, Libolo, Papiamentu, and Guinea-Bissau Creole present Feature 24, ‘possession with the genitive form de ‘of’ + tonic personal pronoun, as in a vaca de nós, ‘lit. the cow of us/our cow’ (see appendix 1 for a more detailed presentation of this feature). Secondly, in Kalunga there is variation with respect to the use and the non-use of a preposition in genitive constructions such as a vaca (de) nós.

Since a variationist study was not conducted, it is difficult to track the process that might be involved in the phenomenon described for Feature 29.

The two features not present in Lisbon Portuguese only are Features 46 – que ‘that’ as the default relative pronoun’, as in a menina que o pai (dela) é angolano mora no Brasil lit. ‘the girl that (her) father is Angolan lives in Brazil/the girl whose father is Angolan lives in Brazil’ – and Feature 53 – ‘element in topic position – to the left of the sentence – without having been moved from any position of the sentence’, as in Você, você gosta disso? ‘you, you like it?’

With respect to Feature 46, que ‘that’ as the default relative pronoun’, it is common among varieties with intense contact history to have one ‘default’ element to indicate grammatical functions, instead of a set of elements. A default locative preposition and a default relative pronoun illustrate the case. Lisbon Portuguese is the only variety in our data to include the use of a set of relative pronouns. Even SBP appears to have reduced the use of this set of relative pronouns. For instance, the use of que ‘that’, instead of cujo ‘whose’, as described in our data.

The phenomenon described in Feature 53, ‘element in topic position – to the left of the sentence – without having been moved from any position of the sentence’, also seems to be an outcome of language contact. It is absent only in Lisbon Portuguese, but it seems to be a common phenomenon in BP varieties and in creole languages in general. The sentences (i) Você, cê gosta de cantar ‘you, you like to sing’, and (ii) abo bu gosta di kánta ‘you,
you like to sing’, in BP and in Kabuverdiano, respectively, illustrate this phenomenon. In these sentences, você and abo have discursive properties, and they are semantically co-referent with the weak pronouns cê and bu, respectively. In Kabuverdiano, a clitic may be co-referent with its antecedent pronominal element to the left of sentence as in the sentence, mi m-kánta ‘I, I sing’ (Quint 2003: 218, our translation).

Apart from the six features (16 and 37 for creoles, 3 and 29 for Kalunga, and 46 and 53 for Lisbon Portuguese) just described, there are other features that may be predictors of language groups, due to differences in the experts’ interpretations of the definition of each feature, and to the apparently less precise formulation of the features. For instance, Features 17, 18, and 19, which deal with specific properties of tense, mood, and aspect related to verbal morphology, are not present in either creole or standardized varieties of Portuguese. These features are present in vernacular varieties. Since creole languages usually have preverbal TMA particles, rather than inflectional verb morphology, Features 17, 18, and 19 are marked ‘no’ for creole varieties, meaning that they are not found in the creoles. The same features are coded as ‘no’ for standardized varieties, but for a different reason: the standardized varieties do have a more heterogeneous inflectional morphology than the vernacular varieties, and here, these features go in the opposite direction, that is, towards a more homogenous verb morphology. Therefore, the proximity of creole varieties and standardized varieties in the trees is partly due to the features that they do not share with vernacular varieties, rather than the features that these two groups share. In the same vein, the 12 phonetic and phonological features (Features 1 to 12) are present in vernacular varieties, but not in creoles and standardized varieties.

The feature groupings of the African and Afro-Indigenous varieties of Portuguese (Kalunga, Jurussaca, and Tembé do Guamá) suggest that these varieties have specific traits in common. However, they do not appear as a homogeneous group, probably because different linguistic processes were at work in the formation of these varieties, and/or they have developed in different ways. For instance, when comparing Kalunga, Tembé do Guamá, and SBP, we notice that both Kalunga and Tembé do Guamá show significant divergences from standardized varieties. However, Kalunga and Tembé do Guamá do not share the same differences with respect to SBP. When Kalunga and Tembé do Guamá do not share a set of features, we may consider two possibilities: i) Kalunga shares this set of features with SBP and the varieties of Goiás (São João and Barreirão), that is, Tembé is the particular case, or ii) Tembé do Guamá shares this set of features with SBP and Jurussaca (geographically close to Tembé), that is, Kalunga is the particular case.

Figure 3 visualizes the distances among the Brazilian Portuguese varieties, based on a comparison of 45 morphosyntactic features. In this tree, Jurussaca and Tembé do Guamá cluster at the top, and Barreirão and São João, at the left. Minas Gerais is closer to Barreirão and São João than the other varieties. Kalunga and SBP have very long, independent branches. If we take the distances presented in Figure 3, and, based on those, place all the language varieties along a bi-dimensional BVP continuum, Kalunga would be the variety that is furthest removed from SBP. However, it is not clear where the Minas Gerais, Tembé, Jurussaca, Barreirão, and São João varieties would be placed along this bi-dimensional continuum.

When comparing Kalunga with the other language varieties in Goiás (Barreirão and São João), we find 13 features that Kalunga does not share with the other two varieties. Of these 13 features, Kalunga shares only one feature with SBP, that is, Kalunga has 12 features from different grammatical categories that are neither shared with the varieties of Goiás nor with SBP. This shows that the rural variety of Barreirão is closer to SBP than Kalunga is, and, as expected, Kalunga shares more features with Barreirão than São João D’Aliança. This proves that there are various linguistic degrees of divergences between
Kalunga (Afro-Portuguese), Barreirão (rural Portuguese), and São João (Portuguese from a rural town). Relative to SBP, Kalunga is the most distant, followed by Barreirão, and then São João.

### 4.2 Typological features

The last tree (Figure 4) represents the relationships among the 16 language varieties studied here, when the Typological Feature Table is used for comparison. Since this represents more general typological features adapted from the 48 shared features from WALS/APICS, the differences among the groups are less prominent. For instance, there
are no significant differences between the vernacular Brazilian varieties of Minas Gerais, São João, Barreirão, Tembé do Guamá, and Kalunga, which appear together at the right side of the network. The same is true of the Angolan varieties, Libolo and Luanda, which appear on the same branch of the tree. The creoles all appear on the left side of the network, but they do not form a clear single close cluster. In particular, Guinea-Bissau Creole and Santome stand apart from Kabuverdianu and Papiamentu. A factor that might explain the longer branch for Santome is that the features for this language were the only ones taken from the WALS/APICS atlases. We did not have an expert scoring the typological features for Santome, unlike the cases of all the other varieties. This different methodological approach may have affected the result.

It is not surprising that these general (typological) features present less marked differences, as all are varieties of Portuguese and Portuguese-lexifier creoles, and the selected features were designed to cover the typological variety of the languages of the world, whereas the dialectal features were selected to cover variation in varieties of Portuguese.

5 Considerations of similarities and differences in the lusophone context

Comparative studies based on linguistic corpora that include a significant amount of data that allow us to verify the historical and typological relationships among entities are highly relevant to language contact studies. The use of computational models such as those used for this study helps us to visualize the relationships among language varieties, as they map similarities and differences among these entities. However, the results presented in the previous section, although interesting and significant, should not be analysed without considering the sociolinguistic contexts in which the languages are spoken (c.f. Perez et al 2017). Moreover, the methods used in comparative studies must be considered when the results are discussed. Methodological concerns include the features selected for the study, methodological coherence in terms of data collection, the way researchers understand and score the features, and the way a language variety is defined, in order to compare it to another variety. For instance, we notice that the typological features from APICS/WALS, in the format they are presented in this study, as we see in the tree in Figure 4, cannot be utilized to map detailed similarities and differences among all 16 language varieties selected, as many of them end up as being close to identical in structure, as is the case of the five vernacular varieties at the right side of Figure 4.

Our language feature selection is certainly one of the greatest factors to have an effect on the results. For instance, in our Dialectal Feature Table, we consider some morphosyntactic and phonological aspects of the Portuguese varieties in general, and some features for which Kalunga, in particular, stands apart from the other varieties. Considering our specific data set, previous linguistic and sociolinguistic studies of the varieties of Portuguese analysed, and with Kalunga at the centre of our comparison, our results, based on the Dialectal Feature Table, indicate that:

- there are three major clusters: creoles, standardized varieties, and vernacular varieties;
- Kalunga shares more features with the BVP varieties than with creoles and standardized varieties; generally, Kalunga shares more features with creoles than standardized varieties;
- Kalunga shares specific features with the language varieties spoken in the same geographical area of Goiás state, namely, Barreirão and São João; Kalunga shares more features with Barreirão (rural community) than with São João (country-side town);

10 Refer to Section 3.1 to see some actions, in order to shorten the effects of some specific features of the results.
Kalunga is also close to Tembé do Guamá, which is an Afro-Indigenous Portuguese variety;
Kalunga differs from Lisbon Portuguese and SBP more than the other vernacular varieties do;
SBP is closer to Lisbon Portuguese than it is to any Brazilian vernacular variety, which may suggest that the spoken data from Lisbon is indeed close to standardized Portuguese; also, this suggests that (spoken) BP still follows the (spoken) European Portuguese language as standard;
Cape Verdean Portuguese is close to SBP and Lisbon Portuguese;
The BVP varieties cluster;
The Minas Gerais variety is close to the Goiás varieties;
There is no special relationship between Kalunga and the analysed varieties of Portuguese spoken in Angola and Cape Verde, in Africa.

One aspect that may have had an effect on the analyses is the way in which the researchers interpreted the linguistic features, and how they analysed the linguistic phenomena. Feature values that are essentially similar may be analysed and classified differently by researchers. Therefore, similar features may have been scored differently according to the researcher’s understanding. Moreover, the understanding of what is a categorical feature in the variety may vary from researcher to researcher. The potential impact of these observations of the outcomes has been reduced by our asking the contributors to provide examples or direct access to their data. After analysing the answers, it is sometimes possible to verify which features may be controversial, or may have led to different understandings among the researchers. In a few cases, we may observe a discrepancy between an example and the proposed score. In this study, we addressed that by double-checking such answers with the researcher.

As mentioned above, in this study we have considered only spoken language data, and we have attempted to use data that have been collected in compatible ways. However, with respect to methodology and for future works, we recommend that varieties of Portuguese, or areas where each variety of Portuguese is spoken, be more clearly delimited, as these play a role in how a language variety or a sociolinguistic area is defined. A more precise definition of varieties or areas may allow a more accurate comparative analysis, as we compare micro-areas such as those of Afro-Indigenous communities (Jurussaca and Tembé do Guamá), an Afro-Brazilian community (Kalunga), a rural community (Barreirão) with macro-areas, such as the Minas Gerais state in Brazil, and Lisbon and surrounding areas, in Portugal.
Extending the database by adding dialectal features and language varieties would allow a more fine-grained analysis of the relationship between linguistic varieties in the lusophone world, therefore we would be able to reach more informed conclusions in relation to the different categories of languages. For instance, it would be interesting to add to the comparison varieties of Portuguese spoken in Asia, more varieties of Portuguese spoken in Africa and Portugal, more Afro-communities in Brazil, such as in Bahia (where it is argued that there was a strong contact influence from African languages) and in the Rio Grande do Sul (where, apparently, the Afro-Brazilian communities were not as isolated from the rest of society as the other Afro-communities in Brazil). It would also be interesting to investigate varieties of Portuguese spoken close to the country’s borders, as a significant amount of language contact exists there.

6 Concluding remarks
In this study, we analyse the relationship between varieties of spoken Portuguese and Portuguese-based creoles, based on morphosyntactic and phonetic/phonological features. The results show differences between the varieties of Portuguese and the creoles, and
reveal clusters of three major groups: creoles, more standard varieties, and more vernacular varieties. In general, these groupings are consistent with the group-language distinction made in Section 2 (i.e., Portuguese-based creoles, Portuguese vernacular varieties, Standardized spoken Brazilian Portuguese). The only exceptions are Lisbon Portuguese and Cape Verdean Portuguese, both of which appear in the results with SBP, suggesting that they could be categorized as standard varieties, instead of vernacular varieties. The results corroborate Raposo’s (2013) categorization of spoken Lisbon Portuguese as a standard variety.

Kalunga appears close to the vernacular varieties of Portuguese, especially BVP varieties, and substantially distant from standardized varieties. In general, Kalunga is typologically closer to creoles than to standardized varieties, possibly owing to features that are outcomes of the specific contact situation from which Kalunga emerged (as discussed in Section 4.1). Also, Kalunga has specific features (also discussed in Section 4.1) that are not shared by other varieties, possibly features that are independent developments owing to the degree of Kalunga isolation.

This study finds interesting similarities and differences among varieties of Portuguese. This paper presents the first quantitative phylogenetic analysis of the relationships among a wide range of varieties of Portuguese and Portuguese-based creoles, based on spoken data. This analysis helps us to understand the relationship between Kalunga and the Portuguese varieties and Portuguese-based creoles.
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